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ABSTRACT
Financial credit risk assessment serves as the impetus to evaluate
the credit admission or potential business failure of customers in
order to make early actions prior to the actual financial crisis. It
aims to predict the probability that a customer may belong to a
high-risk group, which is usually formulated as a binary classifica-
tion problem. However, due to the lack of high-risk samples, the
prevailing models suffer from the severe class-imbalance problem.
Oversampling those high-risk users could alleviate this problem
but the effect of noise examples is also amplified. In this paper, we
propose a novel adversarial data augmentation method to solve
the class imbalance problem in financial credit risk assessment. We
train a generator for synthetic sample generation with a discrimi-
nator to identify real or fake instances. Besides, an auxiliary risk
discriminator is trained cooperatively with the generator to assess
the credit risk. Experimental results on three real-world datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The assessment of financial credit risk[2] plays an essential role
on both economics and society. It aims to predict the possibility
of high-risk resulting from a corporation or consumer’s inability
to fulfil its contractual obligations. However, in actual business
scenarios, most users belong to low-risk group as they could pay
off their loans on time. Only a very small fraction of users are
deemed as high-risk which belongs to the minority class but is
our target to be identified. Therefore, the task of financial credit
risk assessment is typically a class imbalance problem where the
high-risk and low-risk samples are severely skewed.

The class imbalance problem has attracted increasing attention
due to the prevalence of imbalanced data in real-world applications.
For image classification[5], data often exhibit long-tailed class dis-
tribution, i.e., most data belong to a few majority classes. For name
entity recognition[11], most tokens are backgrounds with tagging
class 𝑂 and the number of tokens tagged 𝑂 is 8 times as many
as those with entity labels in the widely-used OntoNotes5.0[12]
dataset. Re-sampling methods[1, 4] could alleviate the class imbal-
ance problem and can be further divided into two strategies, i.e.
undersampling the majority class and oversampling the minority
class. Both strategies are adoptable but still have some drawbacks.
Undersampling methods reduce the amount of training data thus
may limit the generalization ability of the model and suffer from
overfitting problem. Oversampling methods could be further cate-
gorized into random oversampling and generative oversampling.
Random oversampling methods repeat the samples from the mi-
nority class randomly and do not add informative content, which
may amplify the effect of noise samples. Generative oversampling
methods generate new synthetic samples to augment the minority
class without loss of generalization.

There are two challenges to adopt generative oversamplingmeth-
ods for financial credit risk assessment. Firstly, the synthetic repre-
sentations output by generative models should resemble high-risk
user representations meanwhile be distinguishing from low-risk
user representations. It is hard to train a generative model to meet
these two requirements simultaneously. Secondly, the high-risk
samples to be generated is the minority class, of which the number
is deficient to train a model substantially well. In financial areas,
high-risk users account for less than 1% of all the users and could
not span the whole user space.

Taking both challenges into consideration, we propose a novel
Adversarial Data Augmentation method with Auxiliary discrimi-
natoR (ADAAR) for financial credit risk assessment in this paper.
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To overcome the first challenge, we design an adversarial data aug-
mentation framework consisting of a generator, a discriminator,
and an auxiliary discriminator for synthetic sample generation. The
discriminator identifies fake synthetic samples from real high-risk
samples and the generator is trained to fool the discriminator thus
they are adversarially learned so that synthetic samples and high-
risk samples are “alike”. Besides, an auxiliary risk discriminator is
designed to assess the risk of users such that synthetic samples are
“unlike” the low-risk ones. The generator is optimized cooperatively
with the auxiliary risk discriminator to reduce the assessment error.
As for the second challenge, we argue that the majority class could
help with the generation of the minority class since they belong to
the same user space. Thus we train an autoencoder with all user
representations such that the decoder is able to map the latent space
to the user space and used to initialize the generator.

Experiments on three real-world datasets show that ADAAR
outperforms all the baseline methods by augmentation with high-
risk alike and low-risk unlike user representations.

We give a detailed description of ADAAR in Section 2 and the ex-
perimental results are shown in Section 3. Subsequently we review
the related work in Section 4 and conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 METHOD
In this section, we focus on how to generate new synthetic user
representations for the class imbalance problem in financial credit
risk assessment. Given a set of financial users represented byXori =
Xhigh ∪ Xlow, the low-risk users denoted by Xlow are the majority
class while the high-risk users Xhigh are the minority class. Our
task is to generate a set of synthetic high-risk usersXsyn so that the
performance of the risk assessment model trained on Xori ∪ Xsyn
could be improved from the model trained on Xori.

2.1 Overview
The overall framework is shown as Figure 1. First, we train an
autoencoder to reconstruct all the user representations. Then the
generator 𝐺 is initialized with the parameters of the decoder De
and the two discriminators 𝐷1, 𝐷2 are initialized with the encoder
En. The discriminator 𝐷1 is trained with the generator 𝐺 under
the adversarial loss such that Xsyn and Xhigh are alike. The risk
discriminator 𝐷2, together with the generator 𝐺 , is optimized with
the binary cross-entropy loss so that Xsyn and Xlow are unlike.

2.2 Pre-training
We train an autoencoder at first to extract useful information from
high-dimensional raw user representations. Basically, an autoen-
coder is composed of an encoder En and a decoder De. The input
of the autoencoder is the original user representations, denoted as
Xori, and the output is the reconstructed user representations Xrec.
For 𝑥 ∈ Xori, 𝑥 = De(En(𝑥)) and then 𝑥 ∈ Xrec. 𝐿2 reconstruction
loss as shown in (1) is used to train the autoencoder.

L𝑎𝑒 =
∑

𝑥 ∈Xori

∥𝑥 − 𝑥 ∥22 (1)

2.3 Data Generation
The generator starts from the latent space Z and the generated
samples could be denoted as 𝐺 (𝑧), 𝑧 ∈ Z. The discriminator 𝐷1 is

Figure 1: The framework for ADAAR. En and De are pre-
trained to initialize 𝐷1, 𝐷2 and𝐺 . 𝐷1 is trained adversarially
with 𝐺 so that Xsyn and Xhigh are alike. 𝐷2 is trained cooper-
atively with 𝐺 so that Xsyn and Xlow are unlike.

designed to distinguish synthetic representationsXsyn = {𝐺 (𝑧), 𝑧 ∈
Z} from the real high-risk user representation Xhigh. Meanwhile,
the generator wants to fool 𝐷1 by generating more realistic high-
risk user samples. Suppose we label Xsyn as high-risk samples, the
discriminator 𝐷2 is trained to identify high-risk samples (both real
and synthetic) from low-risk samples. Therefore, the generator
would be optimized to generate samples that could reduce the risk
assessment error. We define the oversampling rate 𝐾 =

|Xhigh∪Xsyn |
|Xhigh |

thus the output size of generator is |Xsyn | = (𝐾 − 1) · |Xhigh |.

2.4 Training Procedure
The adversarial loss L𝑎𝑑𝑣 is designed for the discriminator 𝐷1 and
the generator𝐺 while the cross-entropy loss L𝑐𝑒 is adopted for the
discriminator 𝐷2 and the generator 𝐺 .

L𝑎𝑑𝑣 = −
∑

𝑥 ∈Xhigh

log(𝐷1 (𝑥)) −
∑
𝑧∈Z

[1 − log(𝐷1 (𝐺 (𝑧)))] (2)

L𝑐𝑒 = −
∑

𝑥 ∈Xhigh∪Xsyn

log(𝐷2 (𝑥)) −
∑

𝑥 ∈Xlow

log(1 − 𝐷2 (𝑥)) (3)

The parameters of 𝐺 , 𝐷1, 𝐷2 are optimized with Adam[6] opti-
mizer alternately.𝐷1 is firstly optimized to minimize the adversarial
loss L𝑎𝑑𝑣 and 𝐺 is subsequently trained to maximize it. Next, both
𝐺 and 𝐷2 are trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss L𝑐𝑒 .

3 EXPERIMENT
3.1 Dataset
We collect three real-world datasets from an online credit pay-
ment service provided by Alibaba Group and the users are ar-
ranged chronologically.M7(ranging from 2018/07/01 to 2018/07/31),
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Table 1: Dataset Statistics

Dataset #Users #Major #Minor Rate
M7 334,695 330,785 3,910 1.18%
M9 404,491 400,778 3,713 0.93%
M11 524,935 520,369 4,566 0.88%

M9(ranging from 2018/09/01 to 2018/09/30) and M11(ranging from
2018/11/01 to 2018/11/30) are users from one month and we collect
908 attributes for each user. According to the general definition in
financial area, we define high-risk users as those who default within
one month and low-risk users as others. It is noteworthy that the
time interval between training and testing set should not be less
than one month since we need the data in the next month when
defining the label. Therefore, we design two groups of experiments,
namelyM7/M9 andM9/M11.M7/M9 is trained onM7 and tested
on M9 while M9/M11 is trained on M9 and tested on M11. The
statistical information of these three datasets is exhibited in Table 1.
The ratio of the high-risk users is around 1% in these datasets.

3.2 Compared Methods
NS(No Sampling) indicates no sampling strategy is adopted. ROS
(RandomOverSampling) repeats the minority class for several times
randomly. SMOTE[1] generates new synthetic minority samples
by performing linear interpolation operations between existing
minority samples and their nearest neighbors within the same class.
ADASYN[4] is a novel adaptive synthetic sampling approach and
uses a weighted distribution for different minority class examples
according to their level of difficulty in learning. BAGAN[10] is
balancing GAN for data augmentation, of which the discriminator
has a single output that returns either a problem-specific class
label or the label fake. GLGAN[13] considers both global and local
information of the given data in the synthetic minority sample
generation process. ADAAR is our method.

3.3 Experimental Settings
The major parameters of ADAAR include the latent vector dimen-
sion 𝑑 , learning rate [, oversampling rate 𝐾 , the batch size𝑚, the
maximum epoch𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ, the architecture of En,De,𝐷1,𝐷2, and
𝐺 . For the three datasets above, we set 𝑑 = 100, [ = 0.0002, 𝐾 = 20,
𝑚 = 256,𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ = 10. En and De are implemented by an MLP
and the dimension of each layer is [908, 256, 100, 256, 908]. 𝐷1 and
𝐷2 have four layers with the same dimension [908, 256, 100, 2]. Both
De and 𝐺 has three layers with dimension [100, 256, 908]. For each
layer, LeakyRELU with slope 0.2 is adopted as activation function.
For the baselines, we finely tuned the corresponding parameters in
order to perform a fair comparison. An MLP classifier with two hid-
den layer sized [32, 16] is trained as the base risk model to evaluate
the performance of each method for the class imbalance problem.
The ADAAR framework is implemented in Pytorch.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
We use two widely adopted metrics to measure the performance of
our data augmentation strategy on financial credit risk assessment,
namely AUC and R@PN.

The first metric AUC is the area under the ROC Curve. The
second metric R@PN means the Recall when the Precision equals

N. In our dataset, we set N=10%. Since the minority rate in credit
payment services is low in general (about 1% in our dataset), this
metric that lifts 10 times in our dataset (10% vs 1%) indicates the
ability to detect top-ranked positive samples and balance the impact
on the real-world business system. The higher AUC and R@PN
indicate the higher performance of the approaches.

3.5 Results and Analysis
We report the the average and standard deviation of 5 runs in
Table 2 and ADAAR achieves at most 1.8% improvement in AUC
and 3.8% improvement in R@P0.1, compared with the strongest
baseline BAGAN. SMOTE and ADASYN performworse than NS and
ROS in R@P0.1 therefore it is not reasonable to apply interpolation
directly on user representations for new samples synthesis. GLGAN
performs interpolation on the latent representations and gets better
results in R@P0.1 than SMOTE or ADASYN but is still lower than
BAGAN and our ADAAR. ADAAR improves from BAGAN because
the designed risk discriminator makes synthetic samples unlike
low-risk users. Besides, GAN-based models have smaller variance
than other baselines and ADAAR is the most stable from our results.

3.6 Ablation Study
We conduct the ablation test by removing the component of ADAAR
to prove its effectiveness. Three key components are identified in
ADAAR, namely the autoencoder(𝐴𝐸), the discriminator 𝐷1 and
the risk discriminator 𝐷2. From the results in Table 2, we could see
that both AUC and R@P0.1 would decline by removing any part of
ADAAR. ADAAR w/o 𝐴𝐸 gets the worst performance because it is
cruicial for the generator to learn the user representation space to
generate realistic samples. Two discriminators are also necessary to
make synthetic samples alike high-risk and unlike low-risk users.

3.7 Parameter Sensitivity
For the class imbalance problem, we need to decide the number of
synthetic samples for the minority class to achieve the best perfor-
mance. Therefore we evaluate the sensitivity of ADAAR and two
strong baselines, BAGAN and ROS, with respect to the oversam-
pling rate 𝐾 on M7/M9. As shown in Figure 2, as 𝐾 increases from
10 to 50, the performances of ADAAR and BAGAN change much
more slightly than that of ROS, which indicates that GAN-based
methods are more robust to sampling rate. ROS performs poorly
when 𝐾 is large because repeating the minority class may magnify
the effect of noise samples. Besides, ADAAR outperforms BAGAN
and ROS under all these settings of 𝐾 with much smaller variance.

4 RELATEDWORK
The class imbalance problem can be tackled by data re-sampling
or cost-sensitive learning. Re-sampling methods adjust the number
of examples by oversampling the minority class or undersampling
the majority class. Oversampling methods include interpolation-
based methods like SMOTE[1] and its variants[4], GAN-based gen-
erative models like BAGAN[10] and GLGAN[13]. Cost-sensitive
learning methods influence the loss function by assigning rela-
tively higher costs to examples from minor classes, including Fo-
cal Loss[8], Dice Loss[7], Class-Balanced Loss[3], etc. Our work
is different from them since we design a novel adversarial data
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Table 2: Performance of compared methods on M7/M9 and M9/M11.

Dataset M7/M9 M9/M11

Method AUC R@P0.1 AUC R@P0.1

Baselines

NS 0.8698 ± 0.0029 0.3626 ± 0.0223 0.8366 ± 0.0041 0.2399 ± 0.0099
ROS 0.8742 ± 0.0031 0.3909 ± 0.0275 0.8468 ± 0.0076 0.2478 ± 0.0253

SMOTE 0.8717 ± 0.0079 0.3606 ± 0.0404 0.8410 ± 0.0059 0.1933 ± 0.0226
ADASYN 0.8751 ± 0.0019 0.3582 ± 0.0252 0.8389 ± 0.0071 0.2072 ± 0.0170
BAGAN 0.8740 ± 0.0012 0.3991 ± 0.0104 0.8410 ± 0.0046 0.2523 ± 0.0081
GLGAN 0.8737 ± 0.0016 0.3849 ± 0.0128 0.8341 ± 0.0043 0.2455 ± 0.0109

Ours ADAAR 0.8780 ± 0.0009 0.4170 ± 0.0065 0.8592 ± 0.0008 0.2910 ± 0.0063

Ablation Test
ADAAR w/o 𝐴𝐸 0.8736 ± 0.0021 0.3871 ± 0.0126 0.8322 ± 0.0026 0.2384 ± 0.0138
ADAAR w/o 𝐷1 0.8748 ± 0.0019 0.3946 ± 0.0097 0.8380 ± 0.0049 0.2644 ± 0.0328
ADAAR w/o 𝐷2 0.8757 ± 0.0015 0.3928 ± 0.0059 0.8549 ± 0.0076 0.2689 ± 0.0253

Figure 2: AUCandR@P0.1 onM7/M9with different oversam-
pling rate 𝐾 .

augmentation framework to solve the class imbalance problem in
financial credit risk assessment.

Financial credit risk assessment recently are achieved by ma-
chine learning [9, 14] or graph mining methods [15]. Both the two
technical routes suffer from the class imbalance problem andmost of
the approaches adopt the random oversampling method to resolve.
Different from that, we solve the problem by a novel adversarial
data augmentation framework.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the class imbalance problem of financial
credit risk assessment and propose ADAAR, an adversarial data
augmentation framework. The synthetic samples output by ADAAR
resembles real high-risk users since we design an autoencoder to
learn the user space and the generator has to fool the discriminator
which identifies fake samples. Meanwhile, synthetic samples could
be distinguished from low-risk users because we have an auxiliary
discriminator to assess the risk. Experimental results demonstrate

that ADAAR outperforms other data augmentation methods on
three real-world datasets.
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